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plumage,   was   a   feature   that   I   specially   noticed.   Presumably   the
bird   was   a   male   in   not   quite   full   breeding   plumage.

When   I   first   saw   it   the   bird   was   quite   alone;   but   fortunately   while
I   was   watching   it   a   Greater   Sand   Plover   [Charadrius   leschenaulti)
in   full   breeding   plumage   walked   close   past   it   on   the   mud.   The   plover
was   decidedly   the   larger   bird.

The   only   common   Indian   bird   with   which   the   Rednecked   Phala-
rope   in   breeding   plumage   could   conceivably   be   confused   would   be   the
Pheasant-tailed   Jacana   in   'off'   plumage.   Curiously   enough,   a   party
of   over   a   dozen   jacanas   were   on   a   pool   not   much   more   than   a   mile
away,   and   they   included   two   at   least   that   had   not   yet   got   into   breed-

ing  plumage.   I   had   been   watching   them   just   before   I   found   the
phalarope.   The   jacana   is,   of   course,   much   larger   than   a   phalarope,
and   would   look   a   good   deal   bigger   than   a   Greater   Sand   Plover.

In   the   early   morning   of   the   3rd   June,   Mr.   I.   B.   Groves   and   I
found   the   phalarope   at   precisely   the   same   spot.   Once   again,   we   did
not  see  it  fly.

Although   the   date   of   this   occurrence   may   appear   strange,   it   should
be   remembered   that   the   phalarope,   which   is   a   Holarctic   breeding
species,   cannot   begin   to   breed   in   northern   Siberia   till   late   June:   s(i
an   individual   seen   at   Delhi   in   the   first   week   of   June   may   still   have
been   on   passage   to   its   breeding   grounds.

Blanford   (F.B.I.,   IV,   p.   282)   says   :   'Inland   in   India   it   only   occurs
when   migrating,   but   it   has   been   several   times   shot   in   the   Punjab
and   Rajputana,   as   far   east   as   the   neighbourhood   of   Delhi   about
September   and   May.'   Since   Blanford   wrote   (1898)   there   seem   to
be   no   records   from   India   except   a   few   from   the   coast   near   Madras.
On   the   Sind   coast   it   is   more   regular.

24,   Rajpur   Road,
Delhi,   H.   G.   ALEXANDER
July   12,   1951.

[Stuart   Baker   in   'The   Waders   and   other   Semi-sporting   Birds   of
the   Indian   Empire',   Journal   volume   37,   pages   251   to   254   says:   *I   think
it   occurs   inland   on   migration   only   but   in   many   coastal   districts   it
is   found   all   the   Winter   and   on   the   great   tidal   rivers   of   Eastern
Bengal   it   may   be   constantly   seen   in   flocks,   often   of   some   size,   from
October   to   April'.  —  Eds.]

17.     OCCURRENCE   OF   THE   SMEW   [MERGELLUS
ALBELLUS   (LINN.)]   IN   WEST   BENGAL

During   my   bird-collecting   trip   to   Bhutan   Ghat,   Buxa   Forest
Division,   in   November   1948,   I   made   daily   visits   to   the   Raidak   River
flowing   close   by   and   which   divides   the   area   from   Bhutan.   I   could
thus   investigate   long   stretches   of   the   river   with   field-glasses.   In
the   course   of   bird   watching   here   both   Mr.,   M.   Sain   who   was   with
me,   and   myself,   independently   observed   on   several   occasions   stray
specimens   of   the   Smew   [Mergellus   alh  elhis   '   (Lmn.)]  —  npt   more   than
3   or   4   birds,   flying   silently   and   rapidly  —  ^low   over   the   water's   surface.
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